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Kindle #1 International BESTSELLER. Captivating stories that encourage personal growth, inspire

hope and bring immeasurable comfort.Please Note: Pictures in e-book are in color - pictures in

paperback are in black and white. Michelle was able to see and hear Spirit from childhood. Hearing

voices, seeing Spirits and dreams that came true were a part of every day life for her. It wasn't until

she saw her sisters death two weeks before it happened that Michelle really decided it was time to

pay attention and gain some sort of understanding of her gifts and how they might help others or

prevent a further tragedy from happening.She watched her Dad die from 5000 miles away and

urged her family to not turn off his life support as she 'knew' he would be coming back. She told of

where he was and who he was with in 'Heaven' only to have her Dad indeed come back and tell the

same story Michelle had already told them hours earlier via telephone from England. A year later

the photo on the cover of the book was taken with her sleeping Dad.Story after amazing story of

how Spirit can and will interact with us on a daily basis if we will only pay attention and listen. A tap

on your hand in the middle of the night may not be one of your OWN children. Find out what a Spirit

child woke her up for. Read about what she heard on the the baby monitor in the twins room and

what she saw one baby doing when she went to their room at 2am.An instruction from Spirit one

morning telling Michelle, "You will be working with Seven Sacred Symbols." found Michelle painting

for the next 10 months information which came through from the Spirit world via Ascended Masters

and Angels. Other stories include, Mother Mary, America's Most Wanted, Across the miles, Kitchen

Helper, Angel Ice Cream, Spirit Doctors, The One Eyed Girl, The Seven Sacred Symbol Assignment

- 21 chapters in all. All true stores - some she wishes weren't! Come along and see how close spirit

are to us each day and how they will work with us if we reach out to them.Comments: "The book

"Spirit Nudges" is a great collection of stories narrated by author and artist Michelle Rathore. As she

shares with you the colorful depictions of her own experiences in the world of spirit, there are many

pictures painted of what is actually occurring all around us from beyond the veil. I invite you to sit

with the story teller and enjoy the colors of her palette, as we glimpse with her into the occurrences

of the spiritual world as it dances with everyday reality."Bill Foss Author Ã¢â‚¬â€œ Ã¢â‚¬ËœThe

Secrets of Spiritual SuccessÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ California, USABOOK REVIEW by Paradigm Shift Magazine

(Carrie Harris reviewing)Ã¢â‚¬Å“Michelle has collated many of her varied contacts with Spirit over

the years, with incidents that include other members of her family and friends too. Michelle has a

warm and friendly style of writing. Reading about her experiences, chapter by chapter, is like being

in the company of a fascinating friend who has another in a series of vibrant stories and artwork to

share. Her belief and enthusiasm shine through. Certainly Michelle has absolutely no doubt about



the reality, validity and power of each of her experiences and is willing to take risks with her

revelations.The subtitle of this book Ã¢â‚¬ËœProof that Spirit is Never Far AwayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ is a

brave choice. I feel that this book is ideal for anyone who already has an open mind and enjoys

hearing of anotherÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s connections with angelic beings, masters and messages from those in

other realms. MichelleÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s seven symbols are presented in a thoughtful and informed way

and I am grateful for the gift of Ã¢â‚¬ËœNothing is lost in the mind of GodÃ¢â‚¬â„¢, apparently a

quote from Doreen Virtue's mum. This book is a heartfelt and generous offering to get positive and

constructive messages out to a wider audience."
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I bought the kindle version the other day and read it in one sitting (with my schedule that is a feat in

itself). I just couldn't put it down, it was absolutely wonderful! I've spent my whole life fighting with

myself about the experiences that I've had. I've tried denial, acceptance, fear, and everything else to

rationalize what I've seen and heard. It was a relief to hear that someone else has had very similar

experiences to mine, and has felt the same as I have about trying to understand why these things



happen. This book has actually helped me in my own journey, and has inspired me to look further

into myself and my "gifts". Spirit Nudges is loaded with personal experiences to "drive home" the

lessons contained within it's pages. There is so much information in such a small book! If you're like

me, you will read this over and over again, because every time you do it reveals so many more

lessons that you didn't see the last time. Michelle, I'm sure that you hear this all the time, but thank

you so much for doing what you do! I can't wait for your next book!

The fourth star is for this author's convincing sincerity. This work is a quick and easy read and the

author's persona is warm, welcoming and engaging. The message here is not developed with deep

intellectual insights but rather with the sincere witness and reporting of life events touched by spirit..

I was meant to read this book! I came across it by chance and loved all the "coincidences." The

author and I share the same first name (minus an "l"), are both artists, Reiki Masters, and intuitives,

both love children and husbands and adored our grandmothers, and both are writers, and lifelong

students. Michelle is a wonderful writer. Her story is told with great warmth, humor, honesty, and

heartfelt earnest caring and compassion. Her gifts, both as a psychic medium and a lovely, warm

down-to-earth human being, make this wonderful combination of mind/body/heart and spirit so

natural. She is at once an inspiration/teacher/mentor/reminder/and cheerleader to us all. For, as all

the wonderful quotes she sprinkles throughout her book illustrates, we are all imbued with these

special gifts, and all have the ability to access the 7 sacred symbols. As spiritual beings having a

human experience, it is part and parcel of our makeup and energetic inheritance; we've only to

remember and utilize. You owe it to yourself to let SPIRIT NUDGES speak to you. I read it over

cups of tea in a day and a half and feel as if I have met a new kindred spirit.

If you have EVER felt connected to Spirit, you will enjoy this heart-warming, insightful book. I have

never been so encouraged by a book about the spirit world (and I've read plenty) as I have been by

Michelle Rathore's recounting of her spiritual encounters in Spirit Nudges . She has warmly shared

experiences of being spiritually gifted and how using those gifts make a huge difference in the world

~ whether we think they do or not. If you pay attention, she even shares lovely techniques of how to

best work with the spiritual world. It's a beautiful, beautiful, uplifting, thought provoking, teaching

book. Bravo. Bravo and many thanks to Michelle for sharing.

I lost my son last January and have been searching for hope of another existence. This brings me



hope. A beautiful story... I wish to experience a visit from an angel or a visit from a spirit that can

ease my mind that my son is ok. Thank you Michelle

I'm about three quarters done and I honestly don't want it to end! I'll probably end up reading it

again. It is wonderful! This book has brought me more comfort then any other book I've read on the

subject. Michelle's writing is honest, funny and enlightening all at once. She is an absolute blessing

whom I hope writes more books in the future.Thank you for allowing us to be part of your journey

Michelle!

A 5 star rating for Michelle Rathore ! This book is simply wonderful and incredibly difficult to put

down (I was almost late for work every morning I read this over my coffee). The sort of book that

has you thinking "when today will I get 5 more minutes to sit and keep reading"!! The stories are

beautifully described and eloquently written - I found myself inside Michelle's head feeling like I was

there alongside her, thanks to the ease of her writing. It's the kind of book where you suddenly feel

like you know the Author intimately, as a friend, when indeed you've never met! If you've ever

wanted a reconnection with spirit, or want to deepen what you have - then buy this book - I've read

a few, but nothing quite so "real" and believable as this. Give me more books by Michelle - I wait in

hope! Jo, Melbourne, Austalia.

I found this book "Spot On"! I have always believed and have experienced Spirit around me along

with Orbs. I would suggest if you have any doubts...please read this book and you will see things

differently!
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